
Official Scorer Instructions  

 

1. Determine  which wrestler is green and red according to  their uniforms 
and shoes . (Teams with most green or most red should have that color 
of leg band.) 

 

2. If using the “Table Stand”, post the Match Numbers on the stand.  If not 
using Match Numbers, put the weight class on the stand 

 

3. Circle  either green  or red  underneath the wrestler's name and school.  
Mark the score sheet vertically one box at a time. Draw a line and sub-
total the score after each period.  

 

4. Indicate  which wrestler had the choice  at the start of the second and 
third period by writing up, down, neutral, or defer in his column. Indicate 
starting positions with arrows on the side of the columns. 

 

5. If there is no pin  during the match, total the final score  and write  it in 
the boxes at the bottom of the column .  When the difference between 
the match points is 15 or more, notify the official, and stop the match.  
Mark  TF on the sheet. Example: TF 17-2   Do not write time!  

 

6. If there is a pin , subtract the time left on the clock from the period time of 
either one or two minutes, add the time for the previous period/periods, 
and write  the Fall Time  in the appropriate box  on the score sheet.  Do 
not total points! 

 

7. After everything is checked, circle  the winning wrestler’s name and 
school , then X-out  the losing wrestler’s name and school  at the top 
of the scoring columns.   

 

8. Record the time of day  the match ended at the top of the score sheet, 
and have the official sign the bout sheet at the bottom. 

 

9. Make notes  on injury time or other problems in  the Comments box . 
Circle anything that needs to be called to the attention of the meet 
manager.  (Example: Deduct one team point from School A - 
Unsportsmanlike Conduct.) 

 

If there are any problems during a match, call the meet 
manager to your scoring table.  Thanks! 





 

 



 

 



 


